You've chosen MIT - the best engineering school. Learn to fly at Patriot... the best flight school.

Patriot Aviation
The FASTEST Growing Flight School in the Rugged Northeast

Patriot Aviation Guaranteed Pilot Course

Hi... I'm Art Teager...
MIT Class of '48 and '49

Come and enjoy the fun of flying with us. Enjoy a new kind of freedom.

Experience the thrill and excitement of soaring with the eagles. Join the Patriot Family of safe, confident pilots. As a Patriot pilot, you will be part of a special group of people who have gained a new perspective, soared to new heights and gained new friends.

You'll join the Patriot Fraternity of safe, confident pilots and see the world through different eyes. We can help you conquer your fear, so that you too can enjoy this wondrous world of beauty.

Join our Patriot Family and earn your Patriot Wings. Come and enjoy the Fun of Flying with us.

Flying is really a lot of fun. We help conquer your fear by using only the BEST NEW PLANES, BEST FLIGHT INSTRUCTORS, BEST CESSNA (F.A.A. APPROVED) PROGRAM with UNLIMITED FLIGHT HOURS and UNLIMITED GROUND SCHOOL under our unique 2-3-2 program, all at a GUARANTEED PRICE (NO SHORT CUTS).

We train only in NEW Cessna 152 aircraft, the world's most forgiving trainer. You'll train at safe Hanscom Field with a control tower and long, wide runways. You'll receive the full ground course as part of the 'Patriot Guaranteed' one-on-one program. You'll receive everything needed to earn your private pilot's license and Patriot Flying Wings.

Patriot Aviation is the only flight school in this area to offer an all-inclusive flight training program using new equipment at a guaranteed price. In just 14 short weeks, you can join our Patriot Family of safe, confident pilots. Patriot is open 7 days a week with hours to fit your schedule. PATRIOT AVIATION IS SIMPLY THE SAFEST AND THE BEST.

TAKE 5 EASY STEPS AND BECOME A PATRIOT PILOT

1. PHONE 274-6500
   FOR APPOINTMENT
   FREE 1/2 HOUR TOUR
   (NO OBLIGATION)
2. COME SEE
   OUR SCHOOL
   EQUIPMENT
   3. SIGN-UP
   GET YOUR FREE
   FLYING-RED-CASE
   COMPLETE WITH LOGBOOK
   (AND EVERYTHING NEEDED)
4. START FLYING
   UNLIMITED HOURS
5. GET YOUR WINGS
   PATRIOT AVIATION CORP.
   3RD FLOOR, CIVIL AIR BUILDING, HANSCOM FIELD,
   (ROUTE 128 & 2A), BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS 01730

Come Join The Patriot Family...

BEST flight instructors
BEST new planes, and
BEST program. All at a
GUARANTEED PRICE* with
UNLIMITED flight hours and
UNLIMITED ground school
under our unique 2-3-2 program.

ONLY PATRIOT

- uses new aircraft
- has all individuals on one instruction.
- is open 7 days a week.
- has flexible hours to fit your schedule.
- offers a guaranteed program and price.
- has a full time FAA examiner on the staff.
- you'll learn everything needed

Call Us at 274-6500

Patriot Aviation is the only flight school in this area to offer an all-inclusive flight training program using new equipment at a guaranteed price. In just 14 short weeks, you can join our Patriot Family of safe, confident pilots. Patriot is open 7 days a week with hours to fit your schedule. PATRIOT AVIATION IS SIMPLY THE SAFEST AND THE BEST.

* You'll learn everything needed.

We Care About Our Patriot Family